Project. IT Center for a savings bank. Specifications: it must be possible to vary the room dimensions to accommodate various training requirements and different-sized seminar groups. Distractions caused by the noise of presentations or training functions need to be avoided. An attractive and effective system solution is therefore required to meet the demands concerning room acoustics.

Concept/Design. aeronautec has developed a slim, shielded framework system than can be easily slid into position and makes a dramatic impression on the interior design.

Construction. The strong, modular aluminum framework is designed to withstand the tension of the double-layered membrane covering. The disturbing noise reverberation caused by voice frequency sound is noticeably suppressed within the membrane and the echo time positively influenced.

Project: Room partitioning system – IT center
Fabric: SEFAR® Architecture IA-85-OP (previous description AS 02-70-P)
System: aeronautec frame profile
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